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                     Abstract
This article is about the Khwārazmian Empire which ruled over large parts of Central Asia and Iran, including Afghanistan, for a short while just before the Mongolian invasion. It was a “meteoric” or “brief war empire” in the terms of this volume. This chapter tries to retrace the reasons why it could expand the way it did: mainly by using the practically unlimited military manpower of the Great Steppe and profiting from and creating a power vacuum within and outside the imperial territories. This power vacuum translated into a change in the conception of how the imperial level of rule, the Khwārazmshāh and his extended family together with some related retainers, interacted with the regional and local rulers who had been in place earlier. A concluding section shows how the Khwārazmshāhs used older concepts of a single sultanate, which legitimately held power over the Iranian lands.
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                     Notes
	1.For the geography of Khwārazm in the pre-Mongol period, see Barthold (1928, pp. 142–155); Boroffka and Oberhänsli (2013, pp. 20–28).


	2.An “imperial oasis” is a region which is the core area of an empire, directly administered, and yielding the resources for the imperial ruler’s household troops. See Paul (2015b).


	3.Golden (1992).


	4.Paul (2007–2008); (2015c, 2016b), and Peacock (2010).


	5.General information on Khwārazm before the Anūshteginids: Bosworth (1996: No. 89 p. 178); Bosworth (1992 and 1978); Özaydın (1997).—For the general history of Iran in this period, see Bosworth (1968). For the Great Seljuqs (ca. 1040–1156): Peacock (2015).


	6.The Ghaznavid empire controlled large parts of the eastern Iranian world and northern India from the late tenth century on. Its rule in eastern Iran ended in 1040 when sultan Mascūd (1030–40) suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of the Seljuqs at Dandānaqān, between Marw and Sarakhs. For the history of the Ghaznavids: Bosworth (1963).


	7.This dynasty is sometimes called the Anūshteginids. Two monographs have been devoted to their history, developing the narrative in Barthold, Turkestan: Kafesoğlu (1956), and Buniiatov (1986).


	8.The importance of this event has first been noted in Schwarz (1992).


	9.Biran (2005).


	10.The cAbbāsid caliphs, besides being the only instance which could legitimately bestow power on regional rulers, had started asserting their rule in central Iraq and also southwestern and western Iran beginning in the twelfth century. Under the caliph al-Nāṣir li-dīn Allāh (1180–1225), this regional state had become a major player in western and central Iran.—For the legal theory regarding the caliph, see Crone (2004); for a critique of the legalist approach, Paul (2016a), in particular 24–28. For the late cAbbāsid caliphate: Hanne (2007).


	11.Barthold (1928, pp. 374–375); for al-Nāṣir li-dīn Allāh, Hartmann (1993).


	12.Gehler and Rollinger (2014, pp. 1–32).


	13.See Paul (2007–2008).


	14.Paul (2013b).


	15.Both Khwārazm and the cities along the lower Syr Darya are called “entrepôts of the Turks” in the works of the “Arab geographers” of the tenth century.


	16.Aḥkām-i salāṭīn-i māḍī, fol. 55a–57a, and Paul (2013b, p. 107).


	17.For the Qarakhanids: Davidovich (1998), and Kochnev’s work, based on numismatics; Kochnev (2006).


	18.For Ghuzz in Seljuq territories around Balkh and later the Ghūrid politics concerning them, see Paul (2016a, pp. 166–171 and 184–193).—For the Ghūrids: Nizami (1998), and Bosworth (2001).


	19.The paradigmatic case for such a family are the lords of Khurandiz, next to Nasā, who boasted to have had this castle at least since the coming of Islam to the region, that is, for something around six centuries. This and other examples in Paul (2016a, pp. 110–129).


	20.This can e.g. be demonstrated in the case of Sulṭānshāh b. Il Arslan Khwārazmshāh: Paul (2015a).


	21.For this paragraph, see Paul (2015c).


	22.Nasawī (1953, chap. 78 p. 284). See also Jūzjānī (1949, p. 355).


	23.For the regional state of Sulṭānshāh b. Il Arslan: Paul (2015a).


	24.July 4, 1189 (Tuesday).


	25.Juvaynī (1916, vol. 2, pp. 26–27). My translation.—Jām and Bākharz are localities in south-eastern Khurāsān. Menglitegin was the de facto ruler in Nishapur whom Tekesh besieged and defeated there. He had sent a Khwārazmian embassy (feloniously) to Sulṭānshāh.


	26.For this concept, see below note 39.


	27.Richter-Bernburg (1976, p. 196); Hartmann (1993) about how the caliph used his prerogative for political purposes.


	28.Hanstein (2013).


	29.Barthold (1928, pp. 343–345); on the Qıpchaq: Agajanov (1998, pp. 72–76).


	30.Golden (1992). See also Peacock (2010) and Paul (2016b).


	31.See Biran (2005).


	32.For the Bāwandids, see Madelung (1985).


	33.For the structure of the Seljuq empire, see Paul (2016a) and (2015b). In earlier research, the Seljuq empire was seen as a more centralized structure with a very powerful administration which was working through delegation: Lambton (1968), and Horst (1964). In my own view, central power had to negotiate with local and regional powerholders.


	34.See the table in Hanstein (2013, p. 8).


	35.Yāqūt al-Hamawī (1955–1957; vol. 1, 179b) (s.v. Isfijāb). Very similar for the region of present-day Tashkent: vol. 3, 309a (s.v. Shāsh).


	36.Biran (2001).


	37.This became evident in the face of the Mongol attack, see Paul (1997).


	38.Redistribution of all incoming revenue, and in particular booty, to the most important retainers was a central element in winning and maintaining power, above all on the steppe, but also in more sedentary contexts. Paul (2003).


	39.See Paul (2016a and 2014).


	40.Nasawī (1953, chap. 19, p. 94).


	41.See above.


	42.See Paul (2013b, pp. 99–101).


	43.Madelung (1985).


	44.Paul (2013a).


	45.The Ghūrids had a complex form of family rule; there were two sultans at this point.


	46.Davidovich (1998, p. 134); this is confirmed by coins minted at Samarqand between 599 and 605/1202–1208/9, thus before the final Khwārazmian takeover; see Kochnev (1997, p. 267, no. 1095 and 1096). For the numismatic evidence, see also Fedorov et al. (2008, p. 94, no. 944–946). On other coins, Ibrāhīm is called by the sultanic title al-sulṭān al-acẓam which was reserved in Seljuq times for the overlord of the dynasty (ibid., p. 93, no. 939 and others), but also sulṭān al-salāṭīn. cUthmān also had al-sulṭān al-acẓam on some of his coins: Kochnev (as above), p. 267, no. 1095, 1096, 1098. No. 1099, minted at Samarqand in 606/1209–1210, presents the interesting case of Muḥammad (the Khwārazmshāh) appearing as al-sulṭān al-mucaẓẓam, thus with the lesser title, whereas cUthmān has al-sulṭān al-acẓam. Otherwise, cUthmān is not well represented in the coinage, in the Tübingen collection there are only two coins attributed to him; on both, he is al-sulṭān al-mucaẓẓam, whereas the Khwārazmshāh Muḥammad has al-sulṭān al-acẓam; ibid., 94, no. 948 and 949. In Kochnev’s study, the change in titles starts with the year 607/1210–1211, as above, p. 268, no. 1100 and 1101.


	47.Barthold (1928, pp. 364–365); Davidovich (1998, pp. 134–136).


	48.Davidovich (1998, pp. 135–136).


	49.Bosworth and Sevim (1998, p. 175): “As the Khwarazm Shahs built up their realm into what was, by the end of the twelfth century, the most powerful empire of the eastern Islamic world, the pace of centralization within the state increased […] Wherever the Khwarazmian armies penetrated, they established a reputation for violence and extortion which made them highly unpopular and a focus for popular hatred; in none of the provinces they conquered did the Khwarazm Shahs ever succeed in creating a bond of interest between themselves and their subjects”. That is perfectly true, and I should like to add that they never even tried to establish such a bond, not even with earlier local lords and regional rulers, let alone the general populace.


	50.Bosworth and Kramers (1995).


	51.Marlow (2016, pp. 119–120). For the concept of the king being divinely chosen, see also Paul (2016a, pp. 238–243).


	52.Rāwandī (1921, p. 400): pādishāhī bar āl-i Saljūq, Ṭoghril wa-Sanjar waqf na-shud wa bar-īshān na-mānd, wa-khwārazmshāh-rā falak dar khāk nishānd.


	53.In the history of the Iberian Peninsula, periods when no imperial rule united the whole of Muslim Spain (and North Africa) are likewise known as periods of “regional kings”, reyes de taifas.


	54.Melville (2008); Kolbas (2016); and Paul (2013b). The idea that this sultanate is called “Iran” resurfaced only with the Mongols.


	55.Jūzjānī (1949); Shabānkāraʾī (1984).


	56.Coinage: Tekesh had gold coins minted in Nishapur in his name beginning in 585/1189; his name had appeared on earlier coins, but with a regional vassal. Ramadan (2012).


	57.This title also appears on some of Muḥammad’s coins, e.g. minted at Walwālīj/Qunduz in 610 AH (1213/4), Schwarz (2002, p. 154). On the Samarqand coinage, the title sikandarī alternates with other references to imperial power: jamshīdī (a reference to the legendary ruler of Iran, Jamshīd), manṣūrī (“victorious”) and qādirī (“powerful”). Fedorov et al. (2008, p. 94).—Richter-Bernburg remarks that such titles do not appear on gold coinage, but on copper only, Richter-Bernburg (1976, p. 199).


	58.Equally present in the coinage: Ṣaghāniyān 614 AH (1217/8), Schwarz (2002, p. 142).


	59.This title is present in an inscription, Richter-Bernburg (1976, p. 199).


	60.“After the failure of Muḥammad’s siege of Baghdad in 551–2/1157, the sultans never again seriously tried to assert their former authority there” (Bosworth (1968, p. 175). This refers to Muḥammad b. Maḥmūd, regional Seljuq ruler of Iraq, r. 1153–1160.


	61.The Khwārazmshāh had a legal opinion (fatwā) written for him, stating that “an imam who committed such acts [intriguing against the Khwārazmshāh with the Ghūrids] was unworthy of his office, and if he pursues evil action against a sultan who constantly supported Islam and devoted all his life to jihad, this sultan then has the right to depose him and to appoint another imam” (Juvaynī 1916: vol. 2, 121–122); Barthold (1928, p. 374).—Juvaynī adds that “this action against the House of cAbbās did not turn out to be felicitous for the sultan”.


	62.See also Hartmann 1993.
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